STEPS IN TECHNICAL PLANNING
they were not in the way. This gave him a clear opening of
working size.
Below these flaps were small windows so arranged that die
observer could see fairly well ahead without exposing himself
to the cold blast, and through which he could take horizontal
photographs although with difficulty.
Before the machines could be adapted for our special purpose,
a large number of small gadgets and war fittings had to be
removed, such as gun mountings, bomb racks, bomb release
gears, sights, and voice pipes. In spite of this, however, the
fitting up of the cockpit, especially that of the observer, pre-
sented many problems, in the installation of the great variety
of equipment and instruments necessary,
• First of all we had to select a position for the Eagle Survey
Camera, which in both machines, was placed in its mounting
as far forward as possible. This forward position was necessary
for had it been placed to the rear of the cockpit there would
have been danger of the observer becoming hopelessly en-
tangled in the numerous wires connecting him to the machine.
Apart from this camera, space had to be found close at hand
for its spare spool magazine. This was all-important as the
observer could not get the spare magazine rapidly adjusted if
he had to lift it through any considerable distance. Then
positions had to be selected for die various accessories of the
camera itself, the electric motor which drives it through flexible
shafting and the switches for controlling it. Close by the
camera, was located the drift-sight for the camera would have
to be rotated horizontally through an angle corresponding to
the angle of drift of the machine which the observer must
measure in a prone position.
The survey camera and its accessories being satisfactorily
disposed of, there remained to plan out how the other cameras
would be employed. The cinema camera was probably the
second most important instrument, and one to be so arranged
that the observer could point it in almost any direction. Both
machines had hatchways or trap-doors in the flooring of the

